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Incorporating survey features 
in Propensity score matching
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Propensity score matching in complex survey
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DuGoff et al. (2014) 
reported

57% of the PS 
related papers did 
not even consider 
survey weights in 
the outcome analysis 
in their review.



Step 1: Specify/fit PS model & predict to get PS
Step 2: Match subjects by PS
Step 3: Covariate balance in matched sample
Step 4: Estimate treatment effect

Outcome model (MI)

Propensity score matching in complex survey
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Should we use the survey 
features?

- Survey weight
- Cluster
- Strata

General suggestions (PATT / SATT):
A. Which survey features for PATT?
B. Which survey features for SATT?

Exposure model (RA)



Propensity score matching in complex survey
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Exposure model (RA)
● “not necessary to use survey-weighted estimation for PS model” (step 1)

● “important to incorporate the survey design in both linear regression and 
propensity score analysis.” 

● “Ignoring the survey weights affects the estimates of population-level 
effects substantially” (step 4)

Outcome model (MI)
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Exposure model (RA)

Outcome model (MI)

Fit PS model without 
design features 
(weights, cluster, 
strata), 
and match using that 
PS

Fit outcome model in the matched data with design 
features (weights, cluster, strata) [adjust for imbalanced (high SMD)]
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Exposure model (RA): Goal is to get predicted values, not variance
● "recommend including the survey weight as a predictor in the propensity score 

model. ... (along with strata or cluster indicators)” (step 1)
● not crucial to include clustering, stratification & weights as design features

● Incorporate weight+cluster+strata as survey features for PATT (step 4)
● Incorporate cluster+strata as survey features for SATT (step 4)

Outcome model (MI)

Mostly agrees with Zanutto (2006), with one main difference in recommendation
Weights capture (proxy):

- Where lives
- Demographic 

characteristics
- Response probability
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Exposure model (RA)

Outcome model (MI)

Fit PS model without 
design features 
(weights, cluster, 
strata), but use them 
as covariates
and match using that 
PS

Fit outcome model in the matched data with design 
features (weights, cluster, strata) [adjust for imbalanced (high SMD)]



Outcome model (MI)
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Exposure model (RA)

● Matched sample need to employ the survey weights to make inferences about a 
population parameter (step 4)

● Controls (a) having original weights (b) having weights from matched treated
○ Original control weights were better to keep.

● SE of ATT computed using bootstrap
○ Bootstrap worked better for binary outcome

● 3 PS models to compare: (1) 
unweighted, (2) weighted, (3) 
unweighted, but as covariate 
(step 1)

● (1), (2), (3) performed similarly 
in balance diagnostics, ATT 
comparison was inconsistent.
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Exposure model (RA)

Outcome model (MI)

Fit PS model with design 
features (weights, cluster, 
strata) 

Fit outcome model in the 
matched data with 
design features (weights, 
cluster, strata) [adjust for 
imbalanced (high SMD)]

match using that 
PS
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Exposure model (RA)
● "How the survey weights are incorporated in the estimation of PS, does not 

affect the performance of the matching estimators” (step 1)
● “Balance is crucial to correctly estimate treatment effects using propensity 

score matching” (step 3)
Outcome model (MI)

● “survey weights should be incorporated in the outcome analysis” (step 4)
● “Adjusting for relevant covariates in the outcome model improves the 

performance of the estimators.” (step 4)

● Additionally focused 
on non-response 
mechanism.



Reasonable approach (my summary)
● PS model: 

○ get the best model that provides best balance: using design variables 
or not.

○ Not using design features has the advantage of potentially using 
fancy predictive models (machine learning, etc.) [software availability 
is an issue: not all predictive models support design-based 
framework]

● Outcome model:
○ Must use all design features to get population level estimates
○ Must use strata+cluster in the design to get correct SE / CI
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Causal inference in cross-sectional study?
Covariate      Exposure          Outcome
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● NHANES is a cross-sectional survey
● Establishing cause vs. effect requires time 

element.
● Hard to do causal inference in cross sectional 

studies
● PS method is just an alternative to regression in 

reducing confounding



Causal inference in cross-sectional study?
Covariate      Exposure          Outcome
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